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Purpose: To develop a robust renal arterial spin labeling (ASL) acquisition and pro-
cessing strategy for mapping renal blood flow (RBF) in a pediatric cohort with se-
vere kidney disease.
Methods: A single‐shot background‐suppressed 3D gradient and spin‐echo (GRASE) 
flow‐sensitive alternating inversion recovery (FAIR) ASL acquisition method was used 
to perform 2 studies. First, an evaluation of the feasibility of single‐shot 3D‐GRASE 
and retrospective noise reduction methods was performed in healthy volunteers. 
Second, a pediatric cohort with severe chronic kidney disease underwent single‐shot 
3D‐GRASE FAIR ASL and RBF was quantified following several retrospective 
motion correction pipelines, including image registration and threshold‐free weighted 
averaging. The effect of motion correction on the fit errors of saturation recovery (SR) 
images (required for RBF quantification) and on the perfusion‐weighted image (PWI) 
temporal signal‐to‐noise ratio (tSNR) was evaluated, as well as the intra‐ and inter‐ 
session repeatability of renal longitudinal relaxation time (T1) and RBF.
Results: The mean cortical and/or functional renal parenchyma RBF in healthy vol-
unteers and CKD patients was 295 ± 97 and 95 ± 47 mL/100 g/min, respectively. 
Motion‐correction reduced image artefacts in both T1 and RBF maps, significantly 
reduced SR fit errors, significantly increased the PWI tSNR and improved the im-
proved the repeatability of T1 and RBF in the pediatric patient cohort.
Conclusion: Single‐shot 3D‐GRASE ASL combined with retrospective motion cor-
rection enabled repeatable non‐invasive RBF mapping in the first pediatric cohort 
with severe kidney disease undergoing ASL scans.
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1 |  INTRODUCTION
Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is a quantitative MRI technique, 
unique in its ability to quantify tissue perfusion in vivo com-
pletely non‐invasively by using the subjects’ own blood as an 
endogenous contrast agent.1,2 More than 2 decades of tech-
nical developments have established ASL as a valuable tool 
in neuroimaging, and more recently enabled its initial trans-
lation to the clinic.3 In addition, ASL can be used to assess 
perfusion in other organs of the body.4-6 Renal ASL holds 
great potential, given that it provides quantification of a cru-
cial pathophysiological parameter of kidney disease: renal 
blood flow (RBF). Furthermore, it achieves this without re-
quiring injection of MR contrast agents, which are typically 
contraindicated for patients with impaired renal function.7 
RBF differences in chronic kidney disease (CKD) and acute 
kidney injury patients have been demonstrated with ASL 
when compared to healthy volunteers,8-12 as well as age‐ 
related variations in kidney perfusion.11,13 ASL has also been 
used to quantify and monitor perfusion of renal allografts14-16 
and healthy adult kidney donors.17 Changes in RBF following 
therapeutic interventions have also been investigated.16,18
The unique features of ASL (not requiring the adminis-
tration of contrast agents or having an associated radiation 
burden) make it a very attractive technique for pediatric ap-
plications where ensuring a safe and tolerable scanning ex-
perience is of crucial importance. Nevertheless, renal ASL is 
a challenging technique19 and so far has remained confined 
to specialist centers and adult populations in the absence of 
widespread clinical uptake. This work focuses on addressing 
one of the main challenges associated with performing renal 
ASL, namely subject motion, either because of respiration or 
bulk patient movement, with the goal of achieving an ASL 
protocol that can robustly be used in the clinic, particularly in 
pediatric cohorts. Artefacts in ASL RBF maps can originate 
from kidney movement at different stages of the ASL pipe-
line: (1) motion artefacts in the acquired control and/or label 
images (particularly in multi‐shot acquisitions), (2) control‐
tag subtraction errors, (3) inconsistent position of the kidneys 
in the perfusion‐weighted image (PWI) time series, (4) mis-
alignment between ASL and “calibration” reference images 
(M0 and/or T1 maps), and (5) artefacts in the calibration im-
ages (e.g., errors in the T1 maps because of movement during 
the T1 mapping acquisition) that propagate into the RBF 
maps. All these issues are addressed in this work by com-
bining a motion‐robust image readout with an optimized ret-
rospective motion correction (MC) pipeline that uses image 
registration and weighted‐averaging to reduce the deleteri-
ous effects of corrupted ASL PWIs. The proposed methods 
were tested in a small group of adult healthy volunteers and 
a pediatric cohort with severe kidney disease, the first time 
such a patient group has undergone renal ASL imaging to our 
knowledge. Image quality metrics and intra‐ and inter‐session 
T1 and RBF repeatability analyses were used to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the proposed MC approaches and the feasi-
bility of renal ASL in the patient cohort.
2 |  METHODS
Two separate in vivo MRI studies were performed to in-
vestigate the feasibility of renal ASL. The first consisted 
of a preliminary demonstration of renal ASL using a mo-
tion‐robust readout (single‐shot 3D gradient and spin‐echo 
[3D‐GRASE]) and evaluated retrospective noise reduction 
methods in healthy volunteers. In the brain, 3D‐GRASE 
ASL is typically implemented as a multi‐shot acquisition.3 
Renal ASL using a segmented 3D readout was first shown 
in healthy volunteers in Cutajar et al.20 Using segmented 3D 
fast spin‐echo, Robson et al.21 optimized a renal ASL pro-
tocol for single‐kidney lesion detectability. However, scan 
time was relatively long (~15 min for both kidneys includ-
ing M0 acquisition) and relied on a timed‐breathing strategy 
for optimal image quality. For renal imaging in a pediatric 
population, our initial experience indicated that a multi‐shot 
approach would not be practical because of the high likeli-
hood of patient movement in such a cohort. We therefore 
opted for a less demanding acquisition protocol (from the 
patients’ perspective) with a shorter scan time and no need 
for synchronized breathing, using a single‐shot acquisition, 
which is much more robust to motion. Readout parameters 
were chosen such that a short echo train duration (ETD) was 
achieved. Although this imposes limits on the achievable 
spatial resolution, it ensures that (1) intra‐shot motion may be 
assumed to be negligible, and (2) excessive blurring because 
of T2 decay during the echo‐train, which decreases the effec-
tive resolution of the scans, can be avoided. Single‐shot ac-
quisitions also enable short scan times, even when acquiring 
a large number of ASL control‐label pairs. The second study 
assessed the repeatability of renal ASL in a pediatric cohort 
with severe CKD using the same readout and an optimized 
retrospective MC pipeline.
2.1 | MR acquisition
MR data from 16 subjects was acquired on a Siemens Avanto 
1.5T scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), using 
the spine and body matrix coils. This study was approved 
by the ethics board of the NHS and the UCL Great Ormond 
Street Institute of Child Health ethics committee. The renal 
ASL protocol consisted of a single‐shot flow‐sensitive alter-
nating inversion recovery (FAIR),22,23 Q2TIPS24 3D‐GRASE 
pulse sequence with background suppression.25,26 Two back-
ground suppression pulses were used as per the scheme de-
scribed in Günther et al.25 Slab‐selective pre‐labeling WET 
saturation pulses27 and a single post‐labeling sinc saturation 
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pulse were used. Respiratory triggering (RT) was used to trig-
ger the ASL inversion pulses at end‐expiration (threshold = 
20%, delay = 0 s). Other parameters include: FOV = 288 × 
288 × 60 mm3, voxel size = 4.5 × 4.5 × 6 mm3, TR/TE = 
3000/31.5 ms; bandwidth = 2790 Hz/pixel; centric partition 
ordering; echo‐spacing = 0.4 ms; partial Fourier factor = 3/4 
along the partition direction (anterior → posterior); ETD = 
248 ms, phase‐encoding direction = left → right, ASL inflow 
time (TI) = 1200 ms, bolus duration (TI1) = 900 ms.24 Arm 
radiofrequency shields were used to avoid phase wrap‐around 
artefacts (Accusorb MRI, MWT Materials, NJ). Spectral fat 
saturation was used. The number of control‐tag pairs acquired 
was 15 in healthy volunteer scans and 25 in patient scans, for 
a corresponding nominal scan time (i.e., excluding delays be-
cause of RT) of 90 and 150 s, respectively. Important features 
of the acquisition that were prioritized during protocol setup 
were high SNR with reduced sensitivity to motion, hence the 
choice for a 3D single‐shot, single‐TI acquisition at moder-
ate resolution with a considerable number of ASL pairs. In 
patient scans, 2 ASL runs were acquired with an ~30 min gap 
between acquisitions for an intra‐session reproducibility as-
sessment. Between the 2 runs, the patients remained inside 
the scanner for additional MR scans. A separate reference 
proton‐density (PD)‐weighted scan (1 average) with similar 
parameters (but without any inversion or saturation pulses) 
was acquired to enable conversion of the PWI signal to abso-
lute RBF. A trigger delay of 1200 ms (matching the TI of the 
ASL scans) was implemented to ensure the PD volumes were 
acquired at the same point in the respiratory cycle as the ASL 
data, to minimize misregistration.
2.2 | Study 1: feasibility and noise 
reduction of renal ASL in healthy volunteers
Five healthy adult volunteers (age [y] = 32 ± 5 [mean ± SD], 
range = 26–37; 3 male) underwent 2 ASL runs. In run 1, the 
volunteers were asked to remain still and breathe normally 
(“still” condition). One volunteer underwent 2 additional 
scans in the “still” condition 7 and 21 d after the first scan 
to assess the repeatability of RBF. In run 2, volunteers were 
asked to alter their respiratory rate and amplitude during the 
scan (by means of an audible cue), to reduce the efficacy of RT 
and introduce kidney position inconsistencies between con-
trol and tag images (“movement” condition). Retrospective 
MC methods were then tested to reduce the contribution of 
the corrupted measurements to the final (averaged) ASL PWI.
2.2.1 | Reducing the contribution of 
corrupted ASL measurements
Several approaches have been proposed to reduce the con-
tribution of corrupted ASL PWIs to the average PWI sub-
sequently used for perfusion quantification.28-30 A possible 
strategy is to weight the contribution of individual PWIs dif-
ferently according to “noise” estimates derived from the ASL 
data itself. In general, if 휖p is a vector of noise estimates for 
each measurement (e.g., an ASL PWI), the vector of weights 
can be obtained by:
where
and N is the number of measurements. As such
The weighted mean PWI (Ī) is given by
where Ip is the PWI corresponding to control‐tag pairp. Two 
strategies for computing the vector of noise estimates 휖p were 





where Ip(r) and Imean(r) correspond, respectively, to the 
intensity of the PWI resulting from the ASL pair p and a 
mean (averaged) PWI over all pairs, at locations (voxels) r. 
The total number of voxels over which the noise metric is 
calculated is M.
The first approach (that uses 휖DVARS
p
 as the weighting fac-
tor), henceforth known as wMeanDVARS, has been proposed in 
a previous ASL study in the brain.30 휖DVARS
p
 is only defined 
if temporally adjacent measurements exist, leading to rejec-
tion of the first and last PWIs regardless of whether they are 
corrupted by artefacts. We propose an alternative approach, 
using 휖MVARS
p
 (henceforth known as wMeanMVARS; M referring 
to the mean PWI), which requires no data rejection. This is 
particularly important for ASL protocols where the number 
of averages is low (e.g., multi‐TI studies) as avoiding the re-
jection of uncorrupted data is essential to maximize scan ef-
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to be iteratively calculated. In the first iteration, Imean cor-
responds to a standard mean PWI. In subsequent iterations, 
Imean corresponds to the (improved) weighted mean image 
from the previous iteration. Both approaches allow the re-
gions (voxels) over which the noise estimates are calculated 
to be specified. For both wMeanDVARS and wMeanMVARS, the 
vector of noise weights was computed using voxels (1) from 
the entire FOV, and (2) restricted to the renal cortex. In sum-
mary, 4 combinations of noise reduction methods were tested 
(see Table 1).
Two metrics were used to quantitatively evaluate the effect 
of the weighted averaging methods: cortical tSNR (tSNRctx) 
and volumetric image entropy (Hvol). The calculation of tSNR 
was restricted to cortical voxels to better reflect the expected 
effect of the noise suppression methods on the actual perfu-
sion estimates. Image entropy was calculated as a proxy of 
image quality over the entire FOV, as minimization of image 
entropy has been associated with a reduction in image blur-
ring31 (a prevalent artefact in ASL when multiple PWIs in 
inconsistent positions are averaged). These are respectively 




where Īctx is the (weighted) mean PWI signal in a cortical 
voxel, 휎t
ctx
 is the SD of the PWI signal time series in a cor-
tical voxel, B is the number of bins for entropy calculation 
(B = 256 in this study), and pb is the normalised intensity 
histogram count (probability) at bin b. For the evaluation 
of the weighted averaging methods, 휎t
ctx
 is calculated as the 
weighted SD using the resulting vector of weights wp, which 
for a vector x with elements x1,x2,… ,xN and using weights 
w1,w2,… ,wN is defined as
where x̄ is the weighted mean of x. Results, where presented 
in numeric form, are expressed as mean ± SD considering 
all voxels within the cortical ROI. Two‐tailed paired t‐tests 
were used to assess for statistically significant differences 
in each of the metrics after applying each MC method when 
compared to the “No correction” condition. The threshold for 
statistical significance was P < 0.05.
2.3 | Study 2: feasibility of renal ASL in a 
pediatric cohort with CKD using an optimized 
retrospective motion correction pipeline
Eleven children (age [y]: 12 ± 3 (mean ± SD), range: 7–17; 
8 male) with severe CKD (estimated glomerular filtration 
rate [eGFR] (mL/min per 1.73 m2) = 26 ± 9 [mean ± SD], 
range = 12–47) underwent 2 separate scan sessions on dif-
ferent days to assess the intra‐ and inter‐session reproduc-
ibility of the RBF measurements using an identical ASL 
protocol to that used in study 1. The time between scan 
sessions (days) was: 23 ± 10 (mean ± SD, range: 7–35). 
Because changes in T1, a required parameter for ASL quan-
tification, have been associated with renal impairment,32,33 
patient scans included acquisition of saturation recovery 
(SR) 3D‐GRASE time series for T1 mapping on a subject‐
by‐subject basis with parameters matched to the accom-
panying ASL readout module and 9 post‐saturation delays 
(range = 100−2500 ms; increment = 300 ms). These were 
repeated up to 3 times in each session (dependent on pa-
tient tolerance) that across all patients resulted in a total of 
52 SR data sets (2 excluded because of extreme motion). 
Given that the likelihood of movement increases when 
scanning children, the effect of retrospective MC strategies 
on the intra‐ and inter‐session reproducibility of the T1 and 
RBF measurements was assessed.
2.3.1 | Retrospective motion 
correction pipeline
Retrospective MC methods used in this work included 3D 
rigid body image registration as well as wMeanMVARS
masked
. The 
choice of rigid body registration is consistent with previous 
renal ASL studies8,16,34-36 and was based on several factors: 
(1) only intra‐subject registrations were performed, and (2) 
reduced static tissue signal in background suppressed ASL 
renders highly complex transformations such as those re-
quired for non‐rigid deformations challenging. All regis-
trations were performed separately for the left and/or right 
kidneys to account for any independent movement.37,38 In 


































aTests during the implementation stage suggest that for our data sets wMeanMVARS converges (i.e., negligible change in individual weights across iterations) after a small 
number of iterations (<10) (see Supporting Information Figure S3). 
T A B L E  1  Summary of implemented noise‐reduction methods
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no MC; B, MC using image registration only; and C, MC 
using image registration combined with weighted averaging. 
In pipelines B and C, all volumes in the SR time series were 
registered to the non‐background suppressed reference PD‐
weighted volume. All MC pipelines used the open‐source 
elastix toolbox39 to perform image registration. A mutual 
information similarity metric40 was used to account for 
changes in intensity distributions between the various im-
ages. Optimization was performed using a stochastic gradi-
ent descent approach41 (500 iterations). Diagrams detailing 
pipelines B and C are shown in Figure 1.
2.3.2 | Evaluating the impact of 
retrospective motion correction
Saturation recovery
The impact of image registration on the intra‐ and inter‐ses-
sion repeatability of the T1 estimates was evaluated using 
the intra‐class correlation coefficient (ICC) and the within‐
subject coefficient of variation (WSCV). Furthermore, the 
quality of the underlying SR fits obtained before and/or after 
image registration was assessed employing the root mean‐
squared error as a goodness‐of‐fit metric.
F I G U R E  1  Motion correction (MC) pipelines for ASL data. Top: processing pipeline B. Bottom: processing pipeline C (note that processing 
pipeline A corresponds to the “no MC” case and therefore is not shown in this figure). The main difference between the two is that in pipeline 
C, weighted averaging was performed using the wMeanMVARS
masked
 method. Note that in these diagrams, images or image series are referred to within 
rectangular boxes, whereas operations acting on images are enclosed in elliptical boxes
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ASL
ICC and WSCV were also used to evaluate the intra‐ and 
inter‐session repeatability of RBF. The effect of registration 
on the variability of the PWI signal was assessed by calculat-
ing the tSNR of the PWI time series in the functional renal 
parenchyma regions of interest (ROIs). A total translational 
motion index, Euclidean distance (ED),42 was calculated as 
the square root of the sum of the squared displacements rela-
tive to the reference image (obtained from the transformation 
matrices output from the registration steps) to summarize 
the amount of kidney movement during the acquisition of 
the ASL data for each patient. This metric was used to cap-
ture the predominantly craniocaudal kidney displacements 
induced by respiration. The correlation between tSNR im-
provement, as well as age of the subjects and the ED in the 
corresponding scans, was assessed.
2.4 | Image analysis
For study 1 (healthy volunteers), perfusion quantifica-
tion was performed using a single‐compartment model43 
assuming a T1 value for the kidney cortex of 0.966 s.44 No 
image registration methods were used to align the data from 
the healthy volunteers, as the reduced bulk body move-
ment combined with RT were sufficient to avoid motion 
artefacts in the still condition. Nevertheless, the M0 value 
used for quantification was the median M0 in whole‐kidney 
ROIs (as shown in Figure 2B), obtained from a separate 
non‐background suppressed 3D‐GRASE reference scan. 
This ensures that in the case of the ASL and the M0 data 
being misaligned, perfusion quantification values close to 
the boundaries of the kidney (i.e., in the cortex) will not be 
biased by using M0 values from tissue outside the kidneys. 
Renal cortical ROIs were manually drawn in the reference 
non‐background suppressed data. Average cortical perfu-
sion values were calculated within these ROIs in each of 
the subjects.
For study 2 (pediatric CKD cohort), before computing the 
RBF maps, all ASL data was processed with the 3 MC pipe-
lines described above. The same single‐compartment quan-
tification model was used to compute RBF values, but the 
additional MC methods applied to patient data allowed vox-
elwise M0 values to be used. Furthermore, subject‐specific 
F I G U R E  2  PWIs (A) and perfusion 
maps for the 5 healthy volunteers in this 
study. Whole‐kidney (B) and cortex (C) 
perfusion maps are shown. The whole‐
kidney and cortical ROI was obtained by 
manual segmentation
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voxelwise T1 estimates were used to account for changes in 
tissue T1 expected in CKD patients using fits of the SR data 
to a monoexponential recovery curve. ROIs were manually 
drawn on the PD‐weighted images for calculating ROI‐based 
statistics related to the quantitative MR measures. In patient 
data, the aim was to select all voxels deemed part of the func-
tional renal parenchyma, with care not to include high inten-
sity regions corresponding to a dilated collecting system or 
cysts. We opted to draw ROIs on the reference PD images to 
avoid biases related to drawing ROIs on PWIs in impaired 
kidneys, such as failing to include anatomically present cor-
tex which is undetectable in the PWIs because of reduced 
perfusion. All ROIs were drawn by 1 author with 3+ y of 
experience in renal ASL and reviewed by 1 author who is a 
radiologist with 35 y of experience in renal imaging.
3 |  RESULTS
3.1 | Study 1: Feasibility and noise 
reduction of renal ASL in healthy volunteers
3.1.1 | Perfusion quantification in the 
still condition
Healthy volunteer ASL scans in the “still” condition were 
free of motion artefacts (see Figure 2). Good image quality 
was obtained in a short nominal scan time (90 s) with clear 
cortico‐medullary differentiation reflecting expected regional 
RBF differences. The mean cortical RBF across all subjects/
scans was 295 ± 97 mL/100 g/min (range = 245–343 mL/100 
g/min), within the range of RBF values obtained in healthy 
volunteers in previous studies (ranging from 139 ± 38 to 427 
± 20 mL/100 g/min).13,45 The coefficient of variation of the 
mean RBF for volunteer 3 (see Figure 2), who underwent 
ASL scanning on 3 different days was 5.9%.
3.1.2 | Evaluation of noise reduction 
methods in healthy volunteers
All motion‐correction methods reduced the effect of the 
corrupted measurements to the final PWI, albeit to a dif-
ferent extent. A statistically significant increase in tSNRctx 
was found between the “No correction” condition and the 
wMeanMVARS method (with and without cortical masking), 
demonstrating its effectiveness in reducing the PW signal 
variability across the ASL time series. Down‐weighting in-
dividual corrupted PWIs significantly reduces blurring arte-
facts in the averaged PWI, improving the cortico–edullary 
differentiation particularly in heavily corrupted data (e.g., 
subject 4) (see Figure 3 and Supporting Information Figure 
S2). RT was effective in subject 3 even after instructing the 
subject to alter the respiratory rate, resulting in artefact‐free 
data with standard averaging. Identical image quality after 
weighted averaging in this subject suggests that application 
of this method has no detrimental effects on high‐quality data 
(see Supporting Information Figure S1). The image entropy 
(Hvol) decreased following all weighted averaging methods, 
reflecting the reduction of blurring in the resulting averaged 
PWI, with a statistically significant decrease in the case of 
wMeanMVARS
masked
 when subject 3 is not included in the analysis. 
Table 2 summarizes the absolute values of tSNRctx and Hvol 
averaged across all subjects. Individual PWIs from subject 
1, as well as their corresponding weights determined with 
wMeanMVARS
masked
, are shown in Figure 4. Measurements 11–15 
show prominent motion artefacts resulting from the kidneys 
(and adjacent organs) changing position between control and/
F I G U R E  3  Averaged PWIs and voxelwise tSNR maps before and/or after noise‐correction using wMeanMVARS
masked
. Column A: mean PWI before 
correction. Column B: mean PWI after correction. Column C: voxelwise tSNR map before correction. Column D: voxelwise tSNR map after 
correction. The values in tSNR maps correspond to the mean increase in this metric in the cortical ROI when compared to the “No correction” case. 
See Supporting Information Figure S2 for results in remaining subjects
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or label conditions. The contribution of this set of corrupted 
images to the averaged PWI is ~1 order of magnitude lower 
when using wMeanMVARS
masked
 compared to standard averaging 
(3.5% vs. ≈33% [5/15]).
3.2 | Study 2: Feasibility of renal ASL in a 
pediatric cohort with CKD using an optimized 
retrospective motion correction pipeline
3.2.1 | Evaluating the impact of 
retrospective motion correction
T1 measurements
Across the entire cohort (all patients/days/runs, N = 50 SR 
acquisitions), the cortical T1 was found to be 1.89 ± 0.29 s 
(mean ± SD), range = 1.40–3.02 s without MC, which sig-
nificantly decreased to 1.65 ± 0.21 s (mean ± SD), range 
= 1.26–2.14 s (two‐tailed paired t‐test P < 0.00001) after 
MC. This suggests that in the presence of uncorrected renal 
movement the T1 estimates suffered from a significant posi-
tive bias. This can be problematic especially as increases in 
T1 have been associated with presence of kidney disease.32,33 
Without MC, the WSCV and ICC were, respectively 12.3% 
and 0.085 (intra‐session) and 13.0% and 0.254 (inter‐ses-
sion). With MC, the WSCV decreased (i.e., improved) to 
6.5% (intra‐session) and 7.4% (inter‐session), and the ICC 
increased (i.e., improved) to 0.750 (intra‐session) and 0.614 
(intra‐session). The RMS error of the SR fits was signifi-
cantly lower using MC compared to without MC (paired t‐
test P < 1e−10).
T A B L E  2  Image quality metrics before and/ or after each proposed noise suppression methods (mean ± SD)
All subjects Subject 3 excluded
tSNR Pa Hvol Pa tSNR Pa Hvol Pa
No correction 3.46 ± 1.55 5.33 ± 0.37 2.77 ± 0.22 5.39 ± 0.39
wMeanDVARS 3.95 ± 1.33 0.074 5.02 ± 0.23 0.097 3.38 ± 0.47 0.063 4.99 ± 0.25 0.065
wMeanDVARS
masked
4.09 ± 1.37 0.061 5.00 ± 0.27 0.110 3.53 ± 0.64 0.068 4.97 ± 0.29 0.082
wMeanMVARS 4.18 ± 1.32 0.040b 4.85 ± 0.17 0.069 3.62 ± 0.50 0.048b 4.79 ± 0.13 0.058
wMeanMVARS
masked
4.50 ± 1.29 0.016b 4.83 ± 0.21 0.062 3.96 ± 0.54 0.022b 4.76 ± 0.17 0.049b
For tSNR
ctx
 (calculated on a voxelwise basis), first the mean and SD of the metric values within the ROI are computed for each subject. The values in the table correspond 
to the mean across the subjects of the mean and SD within their corresponding ROIs. The values of H
vol
 correspond to the mean ± SD across subjects of the entropy 
calculated across the entire image volume. Data also shown for the case where subject 3 is excluded as the data from this subject is free of movement artefacts even before 
applying the proposed noise suppression methods, therefore the effect of noise suppression is negligible in this subject.
aProbabilities associated with the two‐tailed paired t‐tests to assess for statistically significant differences in the image quality metrics between “No correction” and the 
weighted averaging methods. 
bSignificant differences. 
F I G U R E  4  Effect of using wMeanMVARS
masked
 on the contribution of each PWI (before averaging) to the mean PWI (subject 1). Individual PWIs 
(before averaging) shown together with corresponding weights (Wp) as determined by wMeanMVARSmasked
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Background‐suppressed ASL time series
Out of 44 possible ASL runs (11 children × 2 d/child × 2 
runs/d), 1 was excluded because of the presence of artefacts 
unrelated to patient movement and 1 was excluded because 
of RT failure. The latter was caused by extreme bulk move-
ment that resulted in the respiratory bellows shifting to a posi-
tion where they were unable to record an accurate respiratory 
trace. Therefore, 42 ASL runs were analyzed. The mean in-
crease in tSNR after applying pipelines B and C, relative to 
A was, respectively 19.2 ± 15.7% (range = 1.3–65.6%) and 
31.4 ± 25.0% (range = 1.1–87.9%). The increase in tSNR 
was statistically significant using pipeline B compared to A, 
C compared to A, and C compared to B (two‐tailed paired 
t‐tests, all P values ≤ 1e−5), showing that using weighted 
averaging in addition to image registration provides further 
benefits compared to using image registration alone. These 
tSNR improvements relate to all scans in the data set, includ-
ing scans with low movement during acquisition. If only 
ASL runs with a high amount of motion (ED >50 mm, i.e., 
ED >1 mm/vol on average) are considered, the tSNR further 
increases by 29.1 ± 15.8% (pipeline B) and 49.6 ± 24.3% 
(pipeline C). Statistically significant correlations were found 
between the ED in each scan and tSNR improvement in 
the corresponding PW time series after applying pipeline B 
(R = 0.59, P = 4.6 × 10−5) and after pipeline C (R = 0.80, P 
= 2.3 × 10−10) (see Supporting Information Figure S4).
The total ED averaged across runs (i.e., sum of ED for 
the 50 ASL tag/control volumes [25 ASL pairs] per patient), 
differed significantly between runs 1 and 2 (44.2 ± 17.3 mm 
vs. 61.4 ± 43.8 mm, two‐tailed paired t‐test, P = 0.035, data 
pooled from the 2 d) but not between d 1 and 2 (46.3 ± 20.7 
mm vs. 54.8 ± 39.8 mm, two‐tailed paired t‐test, P = 0.392, 
data pooled from the 2 runs). This suggests that the likeli-
hood of patient movement increases with the amount of time 
spent inside the scanner, and as such, particularly motion‐
sensitive sequences, such as ASL, should be acquired near 
the beginning of the scanning session.46 A weak, albeit sta-
tistically significant negative correlation was found between 
patient age and ED (R = −0.38, P = 0.014). Furthermore, 
a statistically significant weak negative correlation was also 
found between the tSNR improvement and the patient age 
when comparing pipelines A and B (R = −0.37, P = 0.015) 
and A and C (R = −0.49, P = 0.0009), showing that these 
MC methods are especially useful in younger children.
ASL RBF estimates (complete pipeline)
RBF obtained across all scans of the entire pediatric cohort 
was 127.4 ± 81.8, 95.3 ± 46.9, and 94.7 ± 47.3 mL/100 g/
min (mean ± SD), respectively using ASL pipelines A, B, 
and C. The effects of MC on the M0, T1, and RBF maps from 
an example run on 1 patient is shown in Figure 5. A sin-
gle central slice is shown; because a single‐shot 3D readout 
was used, all slices in the data set are motion‐corrupted to 
the same extent. Images in Figures 5A–C show M0 maps. 
Figure 5A and B were the output of SR fitting, respectively 
without and with MC; Figure 5C was obtained by a single 
PD‐weighted acquisition. As such, it is largely immune to 
motion artefacts and can therefore serve as the “gold stand-
ard” to which the M0 maps obtained by SR fitting can be 
compared. The reduction of artefacts in the M0 map shown 
in Figure 5B compared to Figure 5A can be attributed to a 
reduction in SR fitting errors from an improved alignment of 
the kidneys in the SR time series following image registra-
tion. The greater similarity of Figure 5B compared to Figure 
5C provides further evidence of the effectiveness of using 
mutual‐information‐based image registration to compensate 
for kidney displacements during the SR acquisition, despite 
intrinsic contrast changes because of varying post‐saturation 
delays. Images in Figure 5E and F show whole‐kidney T1 
maps, obtained respectively before and after MC, overlaid 
onto the PD image. The same T1 information is shown, re-
spectively in Figure 5I and J, but restricted to the voxels from 
which the mean T1 estimates were obtained (excluding dilata-
tions in the collecting system). Uncorrected renal movement 
gives rise to artefacts (e.g., lower pole of the kidney on the 
left side of Figure 5E). Image registration suppresses these as 
can be seen by comparing Figure 5E to F and Figure 5I to J. 
If these artefacts are left uncorrected, they result in severely 
inaccurate T1 values that are then used for perfusion quanti-
fication, yielding erroneous RBF maps. MC reduces spurious 
variations in T1 resulting in smoother T1 maps with better 
anatomical specificity, preserving variations in T1 values be-
tween different tissue types within the kidney (e.g., paren-
chyma vs. dilatations). Figure 5D shows clear PW signal in 
the regions of remaining functional parenchyma, no PW sig-
nal in the regions corresponding to the kidney dilatations, and 
no artefacts. Similar to when no MC was applied before SR 
fitting for T1/M0, artefacts are seen in the RBF maps close to 
the kidney boundaries if MC is not used (Figure 5G and K). If 
the averaged PWI is well motion‐corrected (Figure 5D), the 
existence of such artefacts depends on the degree of align-
ment between the kidneys in the ASL and the “calibration” 
data (PD image and/or SR time series), which may change 
between different ASL runs and therefore directly influence 
the repeatability of the RBF measurements. The proposed 
MC approach not only improves the alignment of the indi-
vidual control and/or label images in the ASL time series but 
also between the ASL data, the reference M0 maps, and the 
T1 maps obtained by SR fitting. Artefacts in the RBF maps 
are accordingly reduced (e.g., artefacts in the upper pole of 
both kidneys).
The results of the quantitative assessment of the repeat-
ability of RBF obtained using the different processing pipe-
lines are summarized in Table 3.
Image registration was particularly successful in improv-
ing the inter‐session repeatability of the RBF estimates. 
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Despite the prevalence of artefacts in the RBF maps without 
applying MC methods, the intra‐session repeatability was 
high. Because both ASL runs shared the same M0 (obtained 
from the same PD acquisition) systematic errors because of 
a consistent misalignment between the M0 and the ASL data 
set in both ASL runs resulted in a repeatable mean RBF de-
spite severe corruption in the RBF maps in the no‐registra-
tion case. For this reason, intra‐session WSCV and ICC alone 
should not be taken to be indicators of image quality directly. 
The lowest repeatability was found to be the inter‐session re-
peatability of the second run of each day, which may reflect 
decreasing levels of compliance by the subjects the longer 
they remain in the scanner.
3.2.2 | Correlation of RBF and T1
A statistically significant negative correlation was found be-
tween RBF and T1 (R = −0.57, P = 0.006) in this patient 
cohort. This correlation reflects the fact that both T1 and RBF 
are measures sensitive to pathology and supports the need for 
T1 quantification on an individual subject basis to ensure ac-
curate RBF quantification.
4 |  DISCUSSION
Following a preliminary study to address the feasibil-
ity of renal ASL using single‐shot 3D‐GRASE in healthy 
T A B L E  3  Intra‐session and inter‐session repeatability metrics for 






A B C A B C
Pooled Days Pooled Runs
WSCV 0.145 0.186 0.179 0.506 0.201 0.204
ICC 0.936 0.857 0.873 0.372 0.833 0.834
Day 1 Run 1
WSCV 0.141 0.151 0.139 0.531 0.132 0.135
ICC 0.951 0.898 0.916 0.370 0.927 0.925
Day 2 Run 2
WSCV 0.149 0.218 0.214 0.453 0.282 0.285
ICC 0.853 0.818 0.834 0.329 0.645 0.657
Pipeline A, no motion correction; pipeline B, registration only; pipeline C, regis-
tration + weighted averaging; WSCV, within‐subject coefficient of variation; 
ICC, intra‐class correlation coefficient.
WSCV and ICC are color‐coded so that red → green corresponds to worst → best.
F I G U R E  5  Effect of motion correction (MC) on the M0, T1, and RBF maps. (A) M0 from SR fitting before MC. (B) M0 from SR fitting after 
MC. (C) PD‐weighted image (for ASL calibration). (D) PD‐PWI fusion image (after MC) (see Supporting Information). (E) T1 map before MC. 
(F) T1 map after MC. (G) RBF map before MC. (H) RBF map after MC. (I–L) Same as (E)–(H) but T1 and RBF only shown for functional renal 
parenchyma ROIs. The background anatomic data (grayscale) onto which all functional maps were superimposed corresponds to image (C)
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volunteers, we assessed RBF in a pediatric cohort with se-
vere kidney disease (mean eGFR <30 mL/min per 1.73 m2). 
This study is the first to report renal ASL repeatability met-
rics at such severe levels of kidney impairment (regardless of 
age), as well as in pediatric subjects (with our without CKD). 
Considering the challenging cohort (low perfusion SNR and 
high likelihood of movement), using MC methods improved 
the repeatability of our measurements enough to support the 
use of ASL for longitudinal assessment of changes in RBF, 
particularly if the conditions under which the ASL acquisi-
tion is performed are carefully chosen (e.g., at the beginning 
of the scanning session, with acquisition of the “calibra-
tion” data as close as possible to the actual ASL run). This 
study demonstrates the importance of a comprehensive ret-
rospective MC pipeline, in which not only the main ASL 
time series is motion corrected but also all calibration data 
that directly feeds into the RBF quantification. Even though 
the use of weighted averaging improved the image quality 
of our ASL data, it did not further improve the repeatabil-
ity of the RBF measurements. This may be because of the 
fact that the ASL protocol acquired a high number of ASL 
pairs (25 in the patient scans), making it inherently motion 
resilient, particularly when reporting quantitative MRI pa-
rameters from a ROI‐based analysis. Outlier rejection may 
play a more significant role in ASL protocols with a reduced 
number of identical measurements (such as multi‐TI ASL 
protocols) that are more motion‐sensitive because of the in-
herently reduced number of ASL pairs acquired at each TI. 
Nevertheless, the fact that the proposed weighted averaging 
methods are fully automated (requiring only the optional use 
of masks to limit the regions over which the noise estimates 
are computed) and its application so far has not shown any 
negative effects on ASL data, regardless of the initial level 
of motion corruption, suggests that these can be readily im-
plemented on renal ASL pipelines and may reduce the need 
for laborious manual image sorting when scanning challeng-
ing patient cohorts. Despite the known challenge of re‐align-
ing background suppressed ASL data,47 we have shown that 
image registration is capable of improving the tSNR of the 
PWI time series in our patient cohort, despite the low static 
tissue signal in the underlying ASL control and label images. 
Even though a TI = 1.2 s was used (the most common choice 
in renal pulsed ASL literature), the use of a single‐TI may 
explain some of the RBF variability because of possible in-
travascular contributions or delays in the arrival of the ASL 
bolus in some subjects. The choice of performing a single‐TI 
acquisition rather than a multi‐TI acquisition was made to 
maximize scan speed, motion robustness, and PWI SNR in 
the pediatric cohort. Furthermore, partial volume effects are 
likely non‐negligible given the chosen voxel size, which ulti-
mately is linked to the trade‐off of sensitivity (high SNR) and 
accuracy of the measurements (high resolution and therefore 
minimization of partial volume effects). This limitation may 
be addressed by using undersampling techniques that may 
allow, for example, an increase in spatial resolution while 
leaving the ETD unchanged.48
5 |  CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a comprehensive retrospective motion‐
correction pipeline that addresses all stages of the ASL ac-
quisition and processing procedure. We have shown the 
importance of registration of the separate volumes of a T1 
mapping SR acquisition to reduce errors in the SR fits, re-
duce artefacts, and improve the repeatability of the result-
ing T1/M0 maps that are used for ASL quantification. We 
have shown that automatic threshold‐free weighted averag-
ing methods can reduce the deleterious effects of corrupted 
PWIs. Furthermore, improving the alignment of the different 
sets of images required for ASL quantification allowed cor-
rection of an overestimation of RBF and greatly improved the 
repeatability of the ASL measurements in different scanning 
sessions. By applying these various methodological improve-
ments, we have shown, for the first time, that renal ASL is 
feasible and robust in a pediatric cohort with severe kidney 
disease.
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the Supporting Information section at the end of the article.




Figure S2 Averaged PWIs and voxelwise tSNR maps before 
and/or after noise‐correction using wMeanMVARS
masked
 (data from 
all healthy volunteers). Column A: mean PWI before correc-
tion. Column B: mean PWI after correction. Column C: vox-
elwise tSNR map before correction. Column D: voxelwise 
tSNR map after correction. The values in tSNR maps corre-
spond to the mean increase in this metric in the cortical ROI 
when compared to the “No correction” case
Figure S3 Effect of using wMeanMVARS
masked
 on the contribution 
of each PWI (before averaging) to the mean PWI (subject 
1). Top: individual PWIs (before averaging). Table: weights 
attributed to each individual PWI by wMeanMVARS
masked
 (conver-
gence reached by iteration 3)
Figure S4 Improvement in tSNR after applying the proposed 
motion correction (MC) pipelines. The scatter plot displays 
the percent increase (i.e., improvement) in tSNR in the PWI 
time series after applying the MC processing pipelines B and 
C relative to the “no MC” case (pipeline A) plotted against 
the amount of renal translation motion, for each individual 
ASL run (N = 42). Linear regression lines as well as the 
Pearson correlation coefficient (R) and P values are shown
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